Recycling Days - Logic Grid

Four recycling trucks arrive in different days, and in different times, to collect recycling materials. What is the color of the truck that collects batteries?

1. The truck arriving at 5:00 is orange.
2. The glass' truck arrives the day after the aluminum's truck.
3. The paper's truck arrives either on Thursday or at 7:00.
4. The blue truck arrives one hour after the yellow one.
5. Aluminum is collected at 6:00 or 7:00.
6. Friday's truck arrives at 7:00 or 8:00. Paper is not collected at 8:00.
7. Batteries are collected the day before the green truck arrives.
8. Thursday's truck doesn't arrive at 8:00. Tuesday's truck isn't blue.
9. Wednesday's truck is for aluminum or is orange.

play more logic grid puzzles on brainzilla.com/logic-grid-puzzles